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\fETI-If)D , \SD Yl'IE:\NS FOR DEPMSHfNG OR pared to processes of the prior art, whereby substantial 

. r ~ l j [ . \ l f s b ;  4IC)LDEX RUBBER P M U S  econon~ies in the overall operation are effected. 

I(liimonti 11. rAeiiaed. Soilrh Bend, Id., assignor, by Another object is to provide an improved method as 
rne5nc :lssiSnnlents. to BeiI Intercontinental Corpora- 5 aforesaid which is operable with increased speed and 

tior]. south Bend, id., a corporation of Delaware whereby improved utilization of the equipment and higher 
OriCi,,ai xo. 2,996,846, dated Aug. 22. 1961, Ser. No. output rates and economies in the use of attendant labor 

330,393, ,luly 29, 1959. Application for  reissue are effected. 
.iug. 27, 1963, Ser. No. 305,247 Other objects and advantages will appear from the 

13 Claims. (C!. 51-13) specification hereinafter. 

\(alter cnctosed in heavy brackets % 3 aPDears in the Generally slated, the present invention contemplates a n  

oricinal 1,tlt forms no part of this reissue specifi- operating technique involving flash-freezing of the molded 
catiorl; nlatter printed in italics inciicates the additions rubber parts to be definned or deflashed, etc., so that pref- 
msdc by reissue. erably only the relatively thin flashing or fin portions or 

-rl1is invention re!a:es to methods and means for re- the like extending from the parts become embrittled, 
r ? o ; i n s  ,lashings and fins or the I k e  or  othcrwise trim- while the molded body parts remain substantially un- 

illoidc.d parts; 2:1d more particularly to im- frozen; and then projecting against the parts an airless 
yrt,vi.ments in nethods and machines :or such purposes blast or  dxasive media moving at  such velocity as to  
t!,ii?,: the re.;hnicli1e of first "freezing" the parts so as to break oB the hardened brittle fins or flashings, but not at  

... , , , , j &  n, !he ilnh ~7r fins b~.i:tie and therefore susceptibie 2O such velocity as to cause rounding of the edges or other 
:o : il,i5hing or fin removing operation. damage to other portions of the workpieces. During this 

prc~:ioLisly, riibber n~oiiicd parts hnve in sorne cases operation in some cases the workpieces will be constantly 
+.n ,~ ib /~" . f c .d  to convcni ion~l  freezing ::nd tumbling bar- turned, but in other cases they may be otherwise dis- 
:ci :. i?: aro.:crses ,.vith a ;iew to thereh" kno~k ing  off ihe posed 2nd conveyed in their frozen state while the abra- 
..;1,.:;ri!i:! I i r , ~  :iild iinsiiinzs: Silt in clan). cr:ses without o j  sive blast directing c!evices are arranged to project the 
..!::..,;:::o:-) rcsiii:i, t!cp-::i!in2 tipon :h.: nzture of the 

- 
abr:isive media against and into 311 desired portions of - 

.i, :...p:i.~;:; hc inS opcrateci aTon. Po;. examplc. in Inany the workpieces. The abrasive media is selezted as to size 
, . ... :, .ii: ,.vor;;~:eczs include :c!tain :ireas ..vhicb are not so as :o be adapted io readily zain access into recessed 

.Lk.c,,lhie t o  the :ibrT,sive 2c:ion o i  3 cor,y,,entiona] turn- portions of the workpieces. such as would not be reached 
:,:lrrcl !,peration. This is because in connection in conventional freeze-tilmbling operations or the like. 

:.i:h .: ;~ tmi~l ing proccss :he abrasive media must be of F~~r the rmore ,  the invention contemplates, generally, 
<crlnin <izc and nnss io be t.ffec:ive. and often the media provision of an apparatus such as will be adapted to rela- 
;~ctil!d then be too large to satisfactorily remove flash tively quicltlp differentially freeze the undesirable flash o r  
,nd 'ins from certain :Ireas of complex shaped parts. fin portions of the workpieces without substantial freezing 
[:ilr-:hcrnlore, fllmbiing barrel techniques as applied to of the relatively thicker body parts: presenting the differ- 

U" 

iroicn riibber par:s for dcflashing purposes usuai]y re- entially frozen workpieces to abrasive media airless blas:~, 
,!lit in freczin; ihroughout of the 1.ubbe; parts, because while presenting the workpieces to expose the desired por- 
or' , h ~ .  lcn;[h of time required to complete l~~ deflash by tions thereof; abstracting from the operation the finer 
:~ inl t . I i r .~  tnc!hotis. Thus. suci-i methods involve the dis- flash and fin pieces as well as the spent abrasive media, 
.di.:i:it::ci.s of :inncccssariiy expensive ireezing gas con- 40 and separating from the mixture any reusable abrasive 

wnp t ion  rintl machine time, 7.nd incidental development media: and returning it to the blasting operation without 
~ ) f  , i r w  cr:icks or other clamage effects in the frozen substantial inlet of relatively warm and/or moisture laden 
. XI:!ny types of lnolded rubbcr parts are not atmosphere. By way of one example of performance of 
.idnp!c:i to bc proccsseci by conven:ional freeze-tumbling the method of the invention, and of an apparatus by 
mcihmls, l:cc::use such methods v,sualiy embrittle and *:, which the invention may be practiced, a machine con- 
m d c r  rcl:~tively fragile certain portions of  the parts such structed in accord therewith is il1us:rated by the accom- 
3 %  pro!cctinq portions and edge portions of the work- panying drawings wherein: 
;7lcX!i 1!lcrchv ,,uhiectin,o them to unwanted abrading and FIG. 1 is n schematic illustration. in the form of a 
ih:ppini. i l l f .  or the iike. Thus, it will be appreciated composite elevational-sectional view, of an apparatus con- 
:h:11 ~onvcntional f reeze- tun~bl i~~g operations on frozen 50 structed in x c o r d  with the present invention; 
nwidcii rlli?Iwr parts for deflnning and deflashing pur FIG. 2 is a fragmentary section taken along line 
pow.; t)r !he like are in many cases totally irnpracticablc 11-11 of FIG. 1; 
m l  i~zcicss. FIG. 3 is an enlarged detail, partly in section, of a 

ii an object of the pre-ent invention to provide a portion of FIG. 1; and 
novel n~ctho:l and apparatus :or differentinily freezin,o 55 FIG. 4 schematically illustrates a mode of operation 

fl.ishinc: or  [in ::nd main body portions of molded of the invention upon a typically shaped workpiece. 
'"hh+T ?:lrt'i: io handle such parts in novel and improved AS shown in the accompanying drawing, the apparatus 
m:lnnc: g!\lriny the operation: and to suL3ject the parts to is arranged to perform definning or  deflashing operations 

novel :In* improved abrading ope ra t in  gaining access upon batches of molded rubber articles such as are indi- 
lo hcr=:oforc inaccessible portions of the parts, and re- 60 caked generally in FIG. 1 at 10. A sectional view on  
'no'rnI: fl:::h : ~ n d  [in portions complete!y an enlarged scale, of a typical workpiece is also shown 
N?ihol:r h m a r e  to o!hcr portions of the parts. at FIG. 4. The workpieces are shown herein as being 

."nol!Wr (li)/ect is to provide an improved method and supported upon an endless apron type conveyor desig- 
'Ppncl'up ;Is ;lforcsaid which will broaden the na!ed generally at 12, which is in the form of an endless 

aPPlic:ltion of the freeze-definninS 2nd deflnshing G B  belt training around puileys or  rollers 14. 16, and a driven 
rcchnia'ic- and which will be operable upon parts which pulley or  sprockets IS, and so arranged that the upper 
prr'io'lsly. to their design and construction, were strand of the conveyor device trains under and behind a 

s'lsccptiblc 1 0  freeze-tumbling methods and therefore pair of spaced "barrel heads" 18-18 which are carried 
ncccssnr i l~  finished by reinlively expensive in&- on shafts 20-20. Thus, as the barrel heads rotate, the 

vidual h n t l  opcralions. 7 0  endless belt is guided thereby in its travel, thus causing 
<'iijcct of Ihc present invention is to provide it to assume a pocket type formation into which the 

'In :mpro'eJ inertlod :mi :!pparatus as aforesaid which is workpieces 10 are cradled. This conveyor is of the 
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type disclosed for example in U.S. Patents 1,567,077; casing, is provided for the purpose of constantly elimi- 
1,882,443; and 2,104,055. However, it is to be under- nating dust accumulations from the device, and for main- 
stood that any other suitable type conveyor may be used taining the atmosphere internally of the housing 25 ilnder 
in lieu thereof. slightly reduced pressure from that externally thereof as 

A loading chute as indicated at 22 is provided to facili- 5 contained within casing 75. This, in combination with 
tate loading of consecutive batches of workpieces into other features to be described later, account for an im- 
the deflashing chamber, and in normal operation the con- proved operation as will be more fully explained herein- 
veyor is driven so that the top strand portion thereof after. 
moves continuously inwardly and then upwardly toward To  freeze the workpieces any suitable arrangement may 
the pulleys 15. Thus, in this case the workpieces are 10 be employed. For example, the workpieces may be 
continuously drawn by the conveyor inwardly and then frozen prior to being delivered into operative position 
upwardly until such time as they gently turn over and upon the conveyor as by passing them through a suitably 
away from the vertical climb portions. Cleats or the chilled chamber, or by spraying them with a cooling fluid, 
like as indicated at 24 are preferably provided in some or by mixing them with particles of Dry Ice, or by dipping 
cases on the conveyor to facilitate turning over of the 15 them into a cold liquid bath, or the like. I prefer how- 
workpieces as the conveyor operates. An unloading ever to freeze the workpieces following delivery thereof 
chute as indicated at 27 is also provided to receive the into the machine; and in such case the freezing operation 
finished workpieces whenever a batch is completed and may be performed for example by mixing Dry Ice parti- 
the conveyor is reversed in its direction of operation. cles into the workpiece load on the conveyor, with each 

More specifically, the construction of the conveyor 12 20 new batch of workpieces as delivered to the machine. 
may be of any preferred form, but by way of an example However, a more satisfactory and convenient method is 
it may comprise a specially compounded abrasive-resistant illustrated in the drawing herewith and comprises use of 
rubber or plastic material adapted to remain flexible under a pipe manifold as indicated at 50 which is provided with 
sub-zero temperature conditions. Or, it may be of an a series of branch pipes 51 carrying spray nozzles 52 
apron conveyor type, comprising articulated slats or 25 projecting into the housing 25. The manifold 50 is ar- 
aprons formed of metal or the like. As shown herein ranged to be connected through n control valve 54 to a 
the conveyor device is enclosed within a housing 25 which source of l i q ~ ~ i d  carbon diosiie as indica!cd nt 55 (FIG. 
conveniently mounts one or more abrasive madia pro- 2 ) .  
jecting machines such as are indicated generally at 26 in Thus, the nozzles 52 are arianyxl :o spray expanding 
the drawing. The abrasive blast projecting machines 30 gas from the liquid carbon Jioside suppi)/ over the full 
may be of m y  suitable type, and for example may be of width of the workpiece load whiie the latter is being 
the type disclosed in US. Patent No. 2,708,814. rotated and turned by means oi the conveyor device. 

In any case, the blast machine or machines 26 will of Regulation of the valve 5.1 and of the diameters of the 
course be power driven as indicated at 28 (FIG. 2 )  and orifices in the nozzles 52 will of course regulate the rate 
arranged to direct by airless blast techniques, streams or 35 of freezing of the workpieces, so ss to provide optimum 
patterns of steel shot or other abrasive ~iiaierials, as ex= results as wi!! he more evident hereinafter. Thus the de- i 
plained hereinafter, directly downwardly into the housing vice may be arranged so as to introduce into the housing 3 

25 between the barrel heads 18-18 so as to strike against 25 carbon dioxide gas which will act to quick-freeze the 
the workpieces 10 which are cradled in the conveyor de- relatively thin flasning and fin portions of the load of { 
vice. Thus as shown in FIGS. 1, 2, 4 the blast machine 40 workpieces rather quickly, before the thicker body For- ! 
or machines 26 will be arranged to throw the blast media tions thereof become frozen. Operation of the blast 
against the workpieces in the form of patterns or streams, media upon the workpieces will then quickly and neatly 4 
as indicated at 30. The blast machines 26 are arranged remove the brittle fins and flashing portions, the finer ?" 
to be supplied continuously with blasting media, as particles of which filter down through the conveyor drain 1 
through an abrasive storage hopper 32, as will be ex- 45 holes along with the spent abrasive media particles, into 
plained more fully hereinafter. the collection hopper 34 as explained hereinabove. 

The workpiece support conveyor 12 is of perforate Throughout this phase of the operation the agitator bars 
form to permit passage therethrough of spent abrasive as indicated at 24 act to cause the workpieces to slowly 
media and small particles of fins or flashings such as turn over and thus to present constantly changing facets 
have become detached fkom the workpieces during opera- 50 of the workpieces to the blast operation, thereby insuring 
tion of the device. For this purpose, the conveyor device penetration of heretofore inaccessible portions of com- 
may be formed with drain holes therethrough, or may be plex shaped workpieces, as explained hereinabove. 
otherwise constructed in any preferred manner so as to It  is a particular feature of the present invention that 
provide interstices through which the spent abrasive and the process thereof is operable to treat complex-shaped 
smaller refuse parts from the operation may escape down- 55 parts such as heretofore require individual hand process. 
wardly into a collection hopper 34 as shown in FIG. 1. ing. For example, a workpiece such as is sectionally 
The refuse is fed by gravity from the hopper 34 into the illustrated at FIG. 4 may be readily processed in accord 
boot portion 37 of a bucket elevator as indicated at 38; with the present invention, although it would be impos- 
the elevator 38 being arranged to deliver the mixture of sible or extremely difficult to satisfactoriIy handle it in 
rubber refuse and worn out abrasive and reusable abra- 60 connection with a freeze-tumble barrel type operation. 
sive media into a separator device as indicated generally In this case the relatively fragile lip portion 60 as well 
at 40. as flange 61 must be protected against damage while the 

The separator mechanism may be of any preferred adjacent flash portion 62 is to be removed. Similarly, 
form, and may include a rotary screen as indicated at  41  
and/or an air separator. In any case it will be arranged 65 
so as to discharge, as indicated at 42, the trash compo- 
nents of the feed mixture comprising non-reusable por- 
tions of the abrasive media and the rubber fins o r  flash 
particles previously removed from the workpieces. The 
reusable abrasive is then fed by gravity through a chute 70 
portion 44 into the abrasive storage hopper 32 which 
feeds the blast machine as explained hereinabove. A dust 

the outer flash portion 64 must be removed from the 
workpiece without rounding off of the corners thereof. 
Conventional tumbling barrel operations on workpieces 
of this nature would result in damage to the relatlvelY 
fragile flange and lip portions; and unsatisfactory and 
perhaps only partial removal of the objectional fin of 
flash portions. On the other hand in accord with the 
present invention, the relatively brittle, thin portions of 
the workpiece are attacked from a multitude of directions, 

collector having its suctlon intake duct as indicated at due to the multiple angular pattern of media pojected 
46 connected in communication with the interior of the and rebound thereof followmg inltial impact against the 
elevator casing and with the interior or the separator 75 work. Thus in the case of the present invention the 
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brittle flash portions are quickly and cleanly severed from present invention the technique of freeze-deflashing of 
workpieces by a media gaining access to all surfaces rubber parts may be greatly expanded and adapted with 

:hereof. At the same time, in the case of the present satisfaction and economy to the processing of many 
invention there are no damaging impacts of relatively workpieces such as heretofore were necessarily processed 
larger abrasion particles such as wood blocks, steel diag- 5 only by hand methods. Also, it will of course be appreci- 
onals, etc. as used in barrel tumbling, against the work- ated that whereas only one specific form of apparatus of 

such as would deform the lip and flange portions the invention has been illustrated and described in detail, 
of the workpiece as shown in FIG. 4, which are intended various changes may be made therein without departing 
to remain intact. from the spirit of the invention or the scope of the follow- 

TO facilitate proper functioning of the apparatus in 10 ing claims. 
accord with the present invention, it will of course be I claim: 

that the housing 25 will be provided with 1. A method for deflashing or trimming molded rubber 
removable inlet and outlet doorways in conjunction with parts, said method comprising freezing the flash portions 
the inlet and delivery chutes 22, 27, so as to normally of said parts to a condition of embrittlement, and then 
maintain the housing in substantially air-sealed relation 15 subjecting the parts to an airless abrasive media blast 
to maintain the temperature thereof uniformly at the de- operation from directions constantly varying angularly 
sired reduced temperature. To further facilitate this with respect to the parts, collecting refuse from the opera- 
phase of the operation, the abrasive media feed spout as tion comprising a mixture of detached rubber flash debris 
indicated at 70 which feeds the blast machine 26, may and spent blast media, separating said refuse and segre- 
be provided with an orifice plate as indicated at  72 20 gating therefrom the reusable blast media and returning 
(FIG. 3 )  which serves to meter the abrasive media to the latter to the operation for reuse. 
be thrown by the blast, and also serves to minimize the 2. An apparatus for definning or deflashing or trim- 
pumping of air through the blasting machine into the ming molded rubber parts or the like, said apparatus in- 
interior of the housing 25. Use of airless blast machines cluding a housing and means for projecting an airless 
us indicated at 26 also contributes to the success of the 25 stream of blast media particles into said housing, means 
system because they involve no incidental circulation of for supporting a plurality of workpieces interiorly of said 
air which might interfere with efficient cooling of the housing while continuously turning them to present dif- 
workpieces. ferent facets thereof to the blast media projection stream, 

Also, to facilitate performance of the apparatus, it is means for reducing the temperature of the workpieces so 
enclosed within a substantially air-tight and thermal- 30 that the relatively thin portions thereof become em- 
insulated casing as indicated generally at 75 (FIG. 1). brittled, means collecting from the operation a refuse 
Thus, the housing 25, the media projection machine 26, comprising a mixture of removed rubber parts and spent 
the elevator 38, the separator 40, and the dust collector media, means separating from said mixture the reusable 
unit 45 are all confined within a heat-insulated and sub- portion of the blast media incIuded therein and returning 
stantially atmospheric-sealed casing. This serves to main- 35 the same again to said blast projection machine, a dust 
tain a sub-ambient temperature in the area of the blast collector having an inlet in communication with a housing 
operation which operates to reduce the cooling gas con- enclosing the blasting operation and the separation opera- 
sumption requirement and permits recirculation of the tion, and gate means regulaiing reciicuiaiion of the caoled 
cold gases discharged by the dust collector. Also because air through the blasting housing. 
the casing is kept at an internal pressure somewhat 40 3.  A method for deflashing or trimming molded rubber 
greater than the atmospheric pressure externally thereof parts, said method comprising freezing the flash portions 
due to the expansion of the liquid carbon dioxide through of said parts to a condition of embrittlement, and then 
nozzles 52, moisture laden air from externally of the subjecting the parts to an airless abrasive media blast, 
apparatus is prevented from gaining access thereinto. collecting refuse from the operation comprising a mix- 
This minimizes the problem of condensation within the 45 ture of detached rubber flash debris and spent blast media, 
mill such as would otherwise be detrimental to the opera- separating said refuse and segregating therefrom the re- 
tion. usable blast media and returning the latter to the opera- 

It will of course be appreciated that because the appa- tion for reuse. 
ratus is preferably enclosed, as within a casing as indi- 4. An apparatus for definning or deflashing or trim- 
w e d  at 75, suitable access doors and obesrvation win- 50 ming molded rubber parts or the like, said apparatus in- 
dews or the like will be provided as needed; and that cluding a housing and means for projecting an airless 
an automatic temperature control system will preferably stream of blast media particles into said housing, means 
he provided. For example, adjustable timers 80 to regu- for supporting a plurality of workpieces interiorly of said 
'ate the workpiece loading and freezing and unloading housing, means for reducing the temperature of the work- 
cycles may be provided; as well as adjustable controls for 55 pieces so that the reiatively thin portions thereof become 
~utomatically regulating the relative length of the freez- embrittled, means collecting from the operation a refuse 
In!: cycle and the conveyor operating cycle and the blast comprising a mixture of removed rubber parts and spent 

Also, remote controls SO for regulating the flow media, means separating from said mixture the reusable 
Of carbon dioxide gas in the freezing operation, and for portion of the blast media included therein and returning 

the blasting machine r.p.m. and the mill con- 60 the same again to said blast projection machine, and a 
"eyer speed, may be provided; as well as indicating de- dust collector having an inlet in communication with a 
"ces for showing the temperatures at different parts of housing enclosing the blasting operation and the separa- 
[he apparatus. tion operation. 

I t  will of course be appreciated that selection of the 5. A method for deflashing or trimming molded rubber 
media in any given case will depend upon the 65 parts, said method comprising freezing the flash portions 

nature of the job to be done. Selection may be made of said parts to a condition of embrittlement, and then 
from a wide variety of abrasive media such as steel shot, subjecting the parts to an airless abrasive media blast op- 
"lurninum shot, soft grit, and the like. Whereas the eration from directions constantly varying angularly with 

media is shown herein as being projected into respect to the parts. 
chamber by means of airless type blast machine, 70 6. An apparatus for definning or deflashing or trim- '' 's be understood that any other suitable arrangement ming molded rubber parts or the like, said apparatus in- 

may be employed, such as for example by entrainment of cluding a housing and means for centrifugally projecting 
'he abrasive into and projection thereof by a sub-ambient an airless stream of blast media particles into said hous- 

gas or air stream discharging into the blast ing, means for supporting a plurality of workpieces in- 
BY virtue of the method and apparatus of the 75 teriorly of said housing while continuously turning them 
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to present different facets thereof to the blast media pro- portions of said parts to assume a condition of embrittle. 
jection stream, and means for reducing the temperature ment, and then subjecting the parts to an  airless abrasive 
of the workpieces so that the relatively thin portions there- media barrage, collecting the refuse from the operation, 
of become embrittled. separating said refuse and segregating therefrom the re- 

7. A method for deflashing or trimming molded rub- 5 usable blast media and returning the latter to the opera- 
ber parts, said method comprising freezing the flash por- tion for reuse. 
tions of said parts to a condition of embrittlement, and 12. An apparatus for definning or  deflashing or trim- 
then subjecting the parts to an airless abrasive media blast ming molded rubber parts or  the like, said apparatus in- 
operation while constantly turning the parts, collecting cluding a housing and means for projecting a barrage of 
refuse from the operation comprising a mixture of de- 10 blast media particles into said housing, means for sup- 
tached rubber flash debris and spent blast media, separat- porting a plurality of workpieces interiorly of said hous- 
ing said refuse and segregating therefrom the reusable ing while continuously turning them to present different 
blast media and returning the latter to the operation for facets thereof to the blast media barrage, means for treat- 
reuse. ing the workpieces so  that the relatively thin portions 

8. An apparatus for definning or  deflashing or  trimming 15 thereof become embrittled, and means separating from 
molded rubber parts or the like, said apparatus including the refuse of the operation the reusable portion of the 
a housing and means for projecting an airless stream of blast media included therein and returning the same again 
blast media particles into said housing, means for sup- to said blast projection machine. 
porting a plurality of workpieces interiorly of said hous- 13. An apparatus for definning or deflashirtg or trim- 
ing while continuously turning them to present different 20 ming molded rubber parts or the like, said apparatus in- 
facets thereof to the blast media projection stream, means cluding (1 housing and rneans for projecting an airless 
for reducing the temperature of the workpieces so that stream of blast media particles into snid housing, means 
the relatively thin portions ihereof become embrittled, a for supporting n piurnlity of workpieces interiorly of said 
dust collector having an inlet in communication with a housing tvllile continuou.sIy turnitzg tllem to  present dif- 
casing enclosing the blasting operation and the separation 29 ferent facets illereof t o  tlre blast media projection stream, 
operation, and gate means regulating recirculation of the means for reducinp the temperature of the workpieces so 
cooled air through the blasting housing. tliat the relatively thin portions tlrereof become etn- 

9. A method for deflashing or trimming molded rub- brittle</, rneans collecting from the operation tr refuse 
ber parts, said method comprising freezing the flash ?or- comprising tr mixture of removed rubber pcrrts clnd spent 
tions of said parts to a condition of embrittlement, and 30 media, tnenns separatiti,q f rom snid mixt~rre the reusrrble 
then subjecring the parts to an airless barrage of  abrasive portion of tire blnst n~eclia included therein rrntl rerrtrning 
projectiles moving at velocities sutficieni to sever the flash the same tigain t o  said blast projection machine, a dust 
portions from the workpieces when in impact therewith. collector having nn inlet in communicntbrr with n irous- 
collecting refuse from the operation comprising a mix- ing enclosing die blasting operation nnd the separation op- 
ture of detached rubber flash debris and spent blast media, Q; eration, gate means regulating recirculation of the cooled 
separating said refuse and segregating therefrom the re- air through the blasting /lousing, cz cming enclosing the 
usable blast media and returning the latter to the opera- I~ousittg and in which the means for reducirlg the tem- 
tion for reuse. perature o f  the workpieces compr i k s  a refrigeration 

10. A n  apparatus for definning or deflashing or trim- means and rneans conlmunicating the refri<yeration means 
ming molded rubber parts or the like, said apparatus in- 40 with the interior o f  the /rousing and ilze casing for the  in- 
cluding a housing and means for projecting an airless bar- troduction of refrigeration therein, and which inciudes 
rage of blast media particles into said housing, means for  means for feeding the workpieces t o  the liousing and 
supporting a plurality of workpieces interiorly of said means for delivery of the workpieces from the housing, 
housing while continuously turning them to Present differ- and control urrd variable drive means for regulating the 
ent facets thereof to the blast media barrage, means for  45 time and sequence of tire operations of the apparatus in- 
reducing the temperature of the workpieces so that the cluding the feeding, delivery, refrigeration and blast cycles. 
relatively thin portions thereof become embrittled, means 
collecting from the operation a refuse comprising a mix- References Cited in the file of this patent 
ture of removed rubber parts and spent media, and means o r  the original patent 
separating from said mixture the reusable portion of the 5O 
blast media included therein and returning the same again 
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